
THE EARLY YEARS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON

Thomas Jefferson was born on April 13, , at Shadwell plantation in western Virginia. His first Her first husband and infant
son had died two years earlier.

As the Democratic-Republican presidential candidate in , Jefferson lost to John Adams, but had enough
electoral votes to become Vice President â€” A few months after the birth of her last child, Martha died on
September 6,  Later he would often take long rides on secluded roads to mourn for his wife. Although
Jefferson owned slaves on his Monticello plantation, he always treated them fairly but in general he felt that
most owners treated their slaves cruelly and in response to South Carolina reopening its international slave
trade Jefferson publicly denounced slavery as the violation of human rights. As a result, the number of free
blacks in Virginia rose markedly by from in to 12, in , and to 30, by , when they formed 8. Within a few years,
he came under the instruction of James Maury, a well-known Anglican minister and educator. Interestingly
enough, Wythe went on to become one of the signers of Jefferson's Declaration of Independence. In order to
avoid a repeat of this situation, Congress proposed the Twelfth Amendment to the U. In , Jefferson graduated
from the College of William and Mary in Williamsburg, Virginia, where he reportedly enjoyed studying for 15
hours then practicing violin for several more hours on a daily basis. Under Wythe's tutelage, Jefferson
emerged as perhaps the nation's best-read lawyer upon his admission to the Virginia bar in April  From his
mother's side, Jefferson inherited, at birth, a prominent place in the Virginia aristocracy. Tripoli Pirates
Jefferson also put an end to the centuries-old problem of Tripoli pirates from North Africa disrupting
American shipping in the Mediterranean. The historian Joseph Ellis states that the Declaration was the "core
of [Jefferson]'s seductive appeal across the ages". Jefferson planned the campus layout creating each
individual academic department building organized around a central quadrangle. Jefferson chose not to run for
a third term in and was succeeded in office by James Madison , a fellow Virginian and former U. Jefferson's
political actions and his attempt to undermine Hamilton nearly led Washington to dismiss Jefferson from his
cabinet. Then in , Congress passed the Act Prohibiting the Importation of Slaves and it was signed into law by
Jefferson in , officially putting an end to the international slave trade but the United States domestic slave
trade was still allowed and it continued to dominate commerce in the southern states. Jefferson Becomes Third
U. These intellectually talented men would then become the natural leaders of the nation. How little do my
countrymen know what precious blessings they are in possession of, and which no other people on earth
enjoy. To any outside observer, it would have looked like Jefferson was becoming a traditional gentleman. As
a member of the committee formed to set foreign exchange rates, he recommended that American currency
should be based on the decimal system ; his plan was adopted. The University of Virginia opened its doors on
March 7, , one of the proudest days of Jefferson's life. Martha and Thomas married on January 1, , moving
into a stark one-room brick house at Jefferson's Virginia plantation, which he called Monticello. Thomas
Jefferson's Slaves Jefferson's writings also shed light on his contradictory, controversial and much-debated
views on race and slavery. Notes on Virginia Feeling rejected, embarrassed, and desperately concerned about
the health of his wife, Jefferson retired to Monticello. At the same time, he expressed his fears for the future of
the country. Jefferson and Martha had six children during their short ten year marriage and only two of the
children survived to adulthood. Jefferson became the third President of the United States and he took the oath
of office on March 4, in Washington D. Memorial plaque marking where Jefferson lived while he was
Minister to France. Completely shattered, Jefferson threw himself into the solitary world of his writing,
penning his only book, entitled Notes on the State of Virginia. By , Jefferson had met and fallen in love a
young married woman named Maria Cosway who was an artist and musician, after a short time she returned to
England but they continued their lifelong friendship over the years through their correspondence. The House
of Representatives broke the tie and voted Jefferson into office. Jefferson's efforts to abolish primogeniture
would strike a blow at inherited concentrations of wealth. Randall recounted that Randolph had said the
following: she [Hemings] had children which resembled Mr. At least 24 died in the camp of diseases, [64] a
chronic problem for prisoners and troops in an era of poor sanitation. Claiming that he was giving up public
life for good, he returned to Monticello, where he intended to live out the rest of his days as a gentleman
farmer surrounded by the domestic pleasures of his family, his farm and his books. Fourteen years old, Sally
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accompanied Jefferson's daughter Mary to Europe in  Colonial resentment against Britain was fomenting, and
committees such as this one represented an underground group of political agitators which worked to oppose
British domination of the colonies. Like most white Americans of that time, Jefferson held views we would
now describe as nakedly racist: He believed that blacks were innately inferior to whites in terms of both
mental and physical capacity. When Jefferson's father Peter died Thomas inherited, among other things, his
large library. Sadly, a few years before he went to college, his father died in and according to the terms of his
will, Jefferson inherited approximately 5, acres of the former Tuckahoe tobacco plantation. A dozen years
younger than Jefferson, Hamilton was a New Yorker and war hero who, unlike Jefferson and Washington, had
risen from humble beginnings. This group of five men was destined to lead the new nation. Louis leaving in
May to travel across the country with the assistance of various Native American guides, the most famous one
being an Indian woman known as Sacajawea, to finally reach the Pacific Ocean along the Oregon Coast in
November and successfully returning by September 


